1. Introduction. F. Riesz f has pointed out that the method of proving the Hellinger-Toeplitz theorem is closely related to certain proofs of boundedness of sequences of integrals. Essentially these state that a sequence of limited linear operations on a given class, bounded for every member of the class, is uniformly limited. The Hellinger-Toeplitz theorem is a special case of the theorem that a double sequence of limited bilinear forms, if bounded for every member of the class, is uniformly limited. The question naturally arises whether a theorem of the second type can be derived from a theorem of the first type by an iterative process. This paper derives such a theorem of the first type, by extracting the essential feature of the linearity condition, and utilizing some of the fundamental ideas of E. H. Moore and H. L. Smith. J 2. The Foundations. We shall assume a general class ty of elements p; also a class 39Î of functions /x on $ to 51 the class of complex numbers. The class 9ft is assumed to be linear (L), i.e., for every a\ and a 2 of 21 and /xi and JU 2 of 9ft, ttiMi + «2M2 also belongs to 9ft. We assume further that it is possible to define in 9ft a distance function or norm N, which is on 9ft to the real positive part of 21 and has thé property (A) : for every «i and a 2 , and /*i and /z 2 iV(oi/xi + 02/12) ~ \ai\Nfxi+ |O2|2VM2. § In terms of this norm it is possible to define the notion [July, distance as N(ni -/x 2 ) as well as lirait, viz., lim n N(fi n -M) = 0. In so far as we do not postulate that Nfx = 0 if and only if JJL = 0 f or every p, the limit of a sequence \x n thus defined is not necessarily unique. If two functions juo and JUOO are limits of the same sequence then obviously 2V(/*o -Moo) = 0.
We shall call a Cauchy sequence a sequence {\x n \ such that for every e > 0 there exists an n e such that if n\ S n e and Th, ~ ^e? then
We shall assume that the class 9DÎ is complete (Cp) with respect to N, viz., that every Cauchy sequence from SDZ has a limit inSTO. Let {e n } be a sequence of numbers approaching infinity. Then by a step by step process we can determine c n , e (n \ m n , V*n, qeny satisfying the following conditions:
(1) Ci = 1, c n is the least of the quantities ei e n -i 2*M QA ' ""' *M q "J (2) q en and ju n such that NJJL U = 1, q e nRqm n _ x and (3) m n and e (n) such that qRq mn implies | T q (2"CiHi) | < e (n) .
[July,
The first of these is obviously possible. It insures the fact that Sfc n is convergent and 2£c"< 2M, Qeim-l For (2) we apply statement (A) to ç Wn-1 and (e n + e (n~~l) )/c n . The condition (3) follows from the semi-uniform boundedness of the set T q . From (2) and (3) 
is a set of linear limited operations on 3D? to % y which is semi-uniformly convergent over 9JÏ to T, then the set Tq is ultimately uniformly limited and T is a limited linear operation on SSR to 5Ï.
Further specialization is possible by taking a particular class O. For instance suppose O is the class of positive integers. Then the set T q becomes a sequence of operations T n and the semi-uniform boundedness or convergence becomes simply boundedness or convergence, respectively, for every JX. In this form the theorem includes a wide variety of cases, depending on the nature of the class SDÎ and the norm iV.f
.We obtain another corollary of this theorem by assuming that the T q are transformations on SD?' to SO?", where W and 9#" are on < Ç / and $" respectively to 21, and have the same properties as the class 9JÎ, i.e., linearity, the existence of a norm with property A relative to which the classes are complete. It is possible to define the concepts limited or modular, [July, and semi-uniform boundedness over 2ft' for a set T q by replacing in the definition for operations on TO to 51 the absolute value signs by the norm N". Then we have the following corollary. A set of bilinear limited operations B q on SDî' SD?" to 2t which is semi-uniformly bounded over SDî' SD?" is ultimately uniformly limited.
Let T q (fx') be the least upper bound of \B q (n', ju")| for N"ti" = 1. This will exist for every q and p! and will have the following properties:
* By specializing O, SDÎ' and W, we get a set of interesting theorems, including for instance some of interest in the definition of the summability for a series or integral. Cf., for instance, Kojima, TÔHOKU JOURNAL, vol. 12 (1917), pp. 291 ff.; Carmichael, this BULLETIN, vol. 25 (1918), p. 118; Schur, JOURNAL FÜR MATHEMATIK, vol. 151 (1920) 
It follows that T q (iJL f ) has the properties involved in the hypothesis of our fundamental theorem, and hence there exists an m 0 and an M such that for qRq mo and every // it is true that T q (v') si MiVy. where j3# are the coefficients of a bilinear form convergent for every //, ju" of Hubert space. Obviously the sequence q m of the semi-uniform boundedness can be taken to be the set (m, w) for all m. Apparently, we can extend this theorem to that of a set of bilinear transformations on SK' SD?" to SO?"', or to a set of multilinear operations or transformations. From the latter it would be possible to derive the extension of the HellingerToeplitz theorem to multilinear forms.
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